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Introduction

In this paper, we proposed a novel multi-input functional proxy re-encryption (MI-FPRE) schemewhich

allows the semi-trusted server to evaluate the output of a function without knowing the original in-

put and the result of the function. Based on MI-FPRE, we further presented a new FL framework.

Compared with prior frameworks, in our FL framework, the central server cannot get any information

during the parameter aggregation process. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first FE-based

FL framework that can achieve such property, and solved the attack on FL through multiple rounds

of ciphertext and key mixing. Eventually, we conducted a series of comparative experiments to prove

that our framework is efficient and accurate while providing a better protection of privacy.

Our motivation is to propose a new framework to address the above security issues in FL. The main

goals of our framework are: (1) Preventing the central server from accessing parameter information by

combining ciphertexts and keys from different iteration rounds. (2) Preventing the central server from

recovering original information through multiple ciphertexts corresponding to a same session key. (3)

Ensuring that the central server cannot obtain any information of intermediate or global parameters.

Our contributions can be summarized below:

1. We proposed a novel MI-FPRE scheme which enables a semi-trusted proxy to evaluate the output

of a function without revealing any information. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first FE

scheme to achieve such properties. Our MI-FPRE scheme enhances the aggregation process of FL

to achieve better security and privacy.

2. We formalize a new FL framework based on MI-FPRE. In our framework, FL clients encrypt the

intermediate parameters and upload the ciphertexts to the server. The server aggregates the

parameters by running the re-encryption algorithm. In this aggregation process, the server cannot

disclose any information about either the intermediate parameters or the global parameters.

3. We conduct a series of experiments on image classification tasks. The results demonstrate that

while achieving better privacy, our framework achieves less communication overhead and higher

computational efficiency without losing accuracy. Besides, the efficiency of parameters aggregation

in our FL framework grows linearly with the increasing of parameters size, making it easy to predict

the time cost of federated aggregation with known model parameter sizes, making it very practical.

System Model

There are 3 types of parties in our FL (Fig. 1).

Key Generation Center (K): It maintains the MI-FPRE system and generates the public parameters,
encryption keys and decryptions for other participants. K is a trusted third party and will not
collude with any other participant.

Central Server (S): The central server aggregate the intermediate parameters from the clients and
delivers the global parameters back in each round of iteration.

Client (C):There are multiple clients in the framework, each client trains the local model and
uploads the parameter vectors to the central server for aggregation.
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Figure 1. System model of MI-FPRE

Construction of MI-FPRE

Setup(λ). The key generation center (KGC) takes the security parameter λ as input
and calls the group generation algorithm (G, p, g)← GroupGen(1λ). Then it selects
a hash function H : {0, 1}∗→ G2 that maps any string to a group element of G2.

For i ∈ [n], the KGC selects si ∈ Z2
p, and set eki = si. The public parameters and

master key are formed as pp = (G, p, g,H), msk = ((eki)i).
DKGen(msk, y). The KGC takes as input the msk = (si)i and a vector y, it returns
the decryption key dky to each client. For yi ∈ y, the KGC calculates
d =

∑m
i=1 si · yi and set the decryption key dky = (y, d).

Encrypt(eki, xi, `). With an encryption key eki = si, a client computes

[µ`] = H(`) ∈ G2. It calculates [ci] = [µ>` si + xi]. The ciphertext is formed as
cti = [ci]i∈[nj] (nj is the vector size of client j).

RKGen(dky). One of the clients selects s′ ∈ Z∗p. For i ∈ [m] and client j ∈ [n], it
calculates rk =

∑m
i=1 µ>` sj · (yi − s′) and sends rk to the server S .

ReEnc(cti, rk). For i ∈ [m] where m is the vector length. The server re-encrypts

the original ciphertext cti with the re-encryption key rk from the clients. It
calculates ct′ =

∑m
i=1(ci · yi)− rk. Then it returns the re-encrypted ciphertext ct′ to

each of the clients.

Decrypt(ct, dk). For the original ciphertext ct = cti, the user with dk = dky

calculates 〈x, y〉 =
∑m

i=1 ci · yi − [µ>` ] · d =
∑m

i=1 xi · yi. For the re-encrypted

ciphertext ct = ct′, the user with dk = s′ calculates
〈x, y〉 = ct′ −

∑m
i=1 µ>` si · s′ =

∑m
i xi · yi and returns 〈x, y〉.

FL Framework

As is demonstrated in Framework 1, there are two phases in our FL framework.

Initialization: This phase can be executed in advance, where the system parameters are generated

by the KGC and necessary information will be synchronized.

Federated learning: There are three stages in this phase, including LocalTrain, FedAverage and
LocalUpdate. The clients train the local models in LocalTrain and the server aggregates the global
parameters in FedAverage, finally the clients update the local parameters in LocalUpdate.

Experiments

The experiments of this work are running with image classification tasks using a convolutional neural

network (CNN) on the MNIST, Fashion-MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets. We compare our framework

with the FL frameworks based on MPC (CrypTFlow2 [3]), HE (CKKS [2]), DP [4] and MIFE [1]. We

refer to our paper for the results of testing accuracy and communication overhead, the running times

of MI-FPRE and the FL protocol are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 respectively.
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Figure 2. Comparison on running time of FL frameworks.
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Figure 3. Running time of algorithms in MI-FPRE
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